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03 5277 9932

1/20 Tarkin Court, Bell Park Vic 3215, Australia
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03 5277 9932
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				 Truck Wheel Balancer with laser - SICE S783 No price set[image: SICE S783 Truck wheel balancing machine with truck wheel and tyre attached]

SICE S783 Universal Compact Truck Wheel Balancer: Elevating Precision in Wheel Balancing

Innovative Features for Professionals

Discover the cutting-edge technology of the SICE S783, a universal compact truck wheel balancer tailored for mobile service, workshops, and garages. Its inverter-driven motorized spin version, automatic wheel size detector, and electric brake redefine the standards for professional wheel balancing equipment.

User-Friendly Display

Navigate through a seamless balancing experience with the SICE S783's intuitive display. Offering immediate and intuitive access to all balancing programs, the high-brightness screen is easily adjustable to suit any working environment. Its modern and bright interface ensures effortless usability, even in the brightest working conditions.

Precision Balancing for All Vehicles

The new-generation spin and measurement unit of the SICE S783 operate at low speed, reducing spin times and risks associated with rotating elements. This not only ensures energy savings but also guarantees precision and reliability in balancing. Whether you deal with heavy-duty vehicles, light-duty vehicles, off-road vehicles, or cars, this wheel balancer accommodates all wheel types.

Efficient Integrated Wheel Lifter

Experience the convenience of the integrated wheel lifter, manually operated without cumbersome pedals. Capable of lifting wheels weighing up to 150kg, it facilitates excellent wheel centering while protecting your back from strain. Fast, robust, and ergonomic, the integrated wheel lifter complements the SICE S783's commitment to efficiency and user comfort.

Invest in SICE's S783 Universal Compact Truck Wheel Balancer and match it up with SICE S52A for a perfect blend of compact design, professional-grade features, and advanced technical solutions. Elevate your wheel balancing operations with a tool designed for those who demand the best without compromise. SICE S783: Precision in compact design. Elevate wheel balancing with innovative features, intuitive display, and an efficient lifter. Ideal for workshops and mobile services, it's the epitome of reliability and convenience.
	 Guernet Tyrebox TB157 - Fully Hydraulic Mobile Truck Tyre Changer $49,000.00Introduction

Introducing the Guernet Tyrebox TB157HY: Mobile Truck Tyre Changer, a cutting-edge solution for heavy-duty vehicles. This model uniquely combines a robust compressor and an efficient tire changer. It promises speed and comfort, perfectly adjusting to the operator's height. It's ideal for wheels from 13'' to 26''.
Key Features and Benefits

	Efficient Hydraulic System: The TB157HY offers exceptional ground stability. It features an adjustable support crutch and safety sensors for folding.
	Powerful Performance: Boasting a 16 HP engine and a 2000Nm torque mandrel, its reliability is unmatched. A secure wheel locking chuck enhances its efficiency.
	Innovative Design: Aimed at large offsets, it provides stable, firm grip through its chuck's translational movement.
	Ergonomic Operation: With an operator-friendly control panel, tire changing becomes a breeze.


Technical Specifications

	For the Compressor: Powered by a KOHLER KDW702 engine, it has a 23L fuel tank. It quietly generates 56 m3/h, with an 85 dB(A) sound level.
	Tyre Changer Features: It manages up to 1450mm in wheel diameter and 880mm in width. With 130 BAR hydraulic pressure and a 6 rpm chuck rotation, it's highly efficient.


Conclusion

The Guernet Tyrebox TB157HY: Mobile Truck Tyre Changer not only revolutionizes the process of tyre changing for heavy-duty vehicles but also sets a new standard for efficiency and user comfort in the industry. Its unparalleled speed, reliability, and user-centric design make it the preferred choice for professionals seeking an effective and ergonomic solution. Moreover, its robust construction and innovative features ensure long-term durability and performance under the most demanding conditions. We invite you to explore our range of videos for practical demonstrations and visit our FAQs for additional insights into its capabilities. Stay connected with us through our social media platforms on LinkedIn, Instagram, and Facebook to stay updated with the latest trends and innovations in workshop equipment.
	 SICE S60 Fully Hydraulic Automatic Truck AG Earthmover Tyre Changer $55,000.00S 60 is the new, fully hydraulic tyre changer.

Notable capacity, for a wheel width of up to 60” and 1800 mm.
Efficient demounting and mounting operations thanks to the 2 independent trolleys.
The new hydraulic system provides unfailing force, with 45000 N during bead breaking on heavy wheels (up to 3000kg).
These are the main features of the new S 60.

You won’t have any more problems, and your work will be even more efficient than before.








	 Universal Truck Tyre Changer SICE S52A $18,000.00









Universal Truck Tyre Changer SICE S52A: Revolutionizing Tyre Changing for Heavy Vehicles

Discover the efficiency of the SICE S52A, Universal Truck Tyre Changer, designed for trucks, buses, and agricultural vehicles.
Compact Design, Enhanced Work Speed

Experience practicality with strategically positioned tools, ensuring accelerated demounting and mounting operations.
Versatility with Hydraulic Controls

With a working capacity up to a 26'' rim diameter, the SICE S52A boasts versatile functionality. Hydraulic controls enhance user-friendliness for seamless operations.
Reinforced Frame for Durability

In terms of durability, the load-bearing structure features the innovative solution of reinforcing the frame. This reduces bending during heavy wheel operations
New Gear Unit and Clamping Jaws

Built for intensive use, the universal truck tyre changer SICE S52A, includes a new gear unit and top-of-the-range rim clamping jaws with seven different clamping methods.
Impressive 9 RPM Rotation Speed

Benefit from an impressive 9 rpm rotation speed, ensuring swift and efficient tire service for heavy-duty vehicles.
Redesigned Control Console

The control console, now with separate housings. Notably, it accommodates accessories such as alloy rim protectors.
Flexible Console Height Adjustment

Adjusting the console height for added flexibility allows the operator to choose between the standard working height or a raised position for personalised convenience.

Discover the SICE S52A - where innovation meets versatility, making tyre-changing operations efficient, precise, and seamless

 

Explore More Solutions:

Discover additional products that seamlessly complement the efficiency and innovation of the S52A Tyre Changer. Enhance your workshop capabilities with our range of cutting-edge automotive equipment:
	Precision Balancing: Elevate your wheel service with our advanced SICE S783 Universal Compact Truck Wheel Balancer..
	Efficient Tyre Inflation: Streamline your operations with the Jonair Tyre Inflation cage, offering accuracy, speed, and safety for tire inflation.


Revolutionize your workshop with SICE S52A - a universal truck tyre changer designed for efficiency and durability. Its user-friendly features, versatile capabilities, and innovative design make it an essential tool for heavy-duty tyre service.

 






























	 SICE S560M Heavy-Duty Semi Automatic Truck Tyre Changer $41,000.00









Introduction to SICE S560M Heavy-Duty Truck Tyre Changer

The SICE S560M is a heavy-duty truck tyre changer designed for quick demounting and mounting of tyres for various vehicles, including trucks, buses, tractors, and earth-moving vehicles. It is suitable for use with wheels featuring groove rim or split ring rim, and for both tubed and tubeless wheels.
Features of SICE S560M

Universal Self-Centering Chuck: The machine comes equipped with a universal self-centering self-braking chuck additionally simplifying the positioning of wheels on the changer.

Two-Speed Chuck Rotation: Clockwise and anticlockwise two-speed chuck rotation enables swift demounting and mounting of tyres.

Simultaneous Movement Capability: Both the chuck holder and tool arm carriage can move concurrently.Therefore enhancing operational efficiency by reducing the time required for tyre changing tasks.

Portable and Convenient Control Unit: The inclusion of a portable control unit enhances convenience, enabling operators to manage the tyre changing process with ease.

Energy-Efficient Hydraulic Power Unit: The SICE S560M features a hydraulic power unit with an "ECO MODE," allowing significant energy savings by shutting off the machine when not in use and automatically restarting upon receiving the first command. The clever design ensures wheels can be positioned swiftly, optimizing productivity.
Benefits of SICE S560M

Enhanced Productivity: The advanced features streamline tyre changing processes, reducing overall turnaround time and maximizing productivity.

Energy Efficiency: With its energy-efficient hydraulic power unit and "ECO MODE," the S560M promotes sustainability while minimizing operational costs.

Versatile Application: The S560M's versatility extends its applicability across various industries, including transportation, agriculture, and construction.

User-Friendly Operation: Intuitive controls and convenient features of the portable control unit. (radio remote control option) Making tyre changing tasks efficient and straightforward.

Reduced Downtime: Integration of bead-breaking, fitting, and removal tools into a single revolving arm. Reduces downtime associated with manual tool changes, ensuring continuous operations.
Conclusion

The SICE S560M Heavy-Duty Truck Tyre Changer is a versatile and efficient solution. For tyre changing needs across various industries. Its advanced features, energy-efficient design, and user-friendly operation make it a valuable asset for businesses. Optimize your operations and maximize productivity. With its ability to handle a wide range of vehicles and tyre types, the S560M offers unmatched versatility and performance in the realm of heavy-duty tyre changers.

Reach out to Jonair to have us build you an earthmover inflation cage and check out our Norbar 4AR-N






		






















	 Mobile Truck Tyre Changer - Guernet Tyrebox TB126HY20 $46,000.00Revolutionize Tyre Changing with the Guernet TB126HY

Guernet is thrilled to introduce the TB126HY, a mobile truck tyre changer that transforms efficiency and power in tyre changing with its sophisticated design and advanced features.
Powered by Innovation for Peak Performance

At the heart of the TB126HY is the Kohler KDW702 engine, delivering unmatched power and efficiency. This engine, renowned for its reliability and performance, drives the unit through a patented PTO system, ensuring that the changer operates fully hydraulically. Consequently, the TB126HY stands out for its ease of operation and robust power output.

Furthermore, this machine excels with its precision-engineered hydraulic system. It operates at pressures of 10 / 12 BAR (or 145 PSI) and delivers air at 750 l/min, making it an ideal choice for heavy-duty tyre changing tasks. Moreover, the system's pneumatic regulation optimizes performance across various conditions, enhancing its versatility.

Equally important, the TB126HY comes equipped with a 120lt horizontal tank, ensuring ample capacity for the most demanding operations. Additionally, the design significantly reduces noise levels to 85 dB(A), making it a considerate option for environments where noise is a concern.

Also, the unit includes fixed hose reels for cars and trucks, 20 meters in length, with 8×15 and 12×20 couplings. This feature ensures it meets all tyre changing needs, regardless of vehicle size.
Unmatched Tyre Handling Efficiency

Moreover, the carry tool arm demonstrates exceptional strength with its 25,000N axial force, making bead loosening a breeze. The hydraulic chuck, which securely handles wheels from 13’’ to 26’’ without causing damage, incorporates an automatic hydraulic self-centering system and an hydraulic engine for rotation. Four clamps with anti-streak protection for aluminum rims ensure gentle yet firm gripping.

Additionally, the TB126HY's tyre carriage and chuck are designed for maximum efficiency. They can manage tyres up to 1380 mm in diameter and 930 mm in width effortlessly. Furthermore, the chuck's thoughtful design allows for efficient operation across a wide range of tyre sizes, thanks to its minimum working height of 350 mm.
Connect and Discover More

Finally, the TB126HY Mobile Truck Tyre Changer stands as a beacon of Guernet's dedication to innovation and efficiency in the field of tyre changing technology. For further details, please visit our FAQs and watch our videos. Stay updated with the latest by following us on LinkedIn, Instagram, and Facebook.

Download PDF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4eqWD4HATs

 
	 Mobile Passenger Service Van - Guernet Fixity $49,000.00MOBILE PASSENGER SERVICE VAN - GUERNET FIXITY
INNOVATIVE, PRACTICAL, FAST, ECONOMICAL, RELIABLE, COMPACT, PROFITABLE, EASY, INGENIOUS

Mobile Passenger Service Van - Guernet Fixity

MADE IN FRANCE, ASSEMBLED ON YOUR VEHICLE IN AUSTRALIA

LIMITLESS ACCESSIBILITY TO UNDERGROUND CAR PARKS, LARGE CITIES, DIFFICULT ACCESS, NARROW STREETS

MAXIMIZE YOUR WORKSPACE
FROM 9,3 TO 2,12m3 OF LOADING VOLUME FOR YOUR COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

AIR COMPRESSOR
Belt driven
Tension : 12 Vdc (1 ph)
Motor rated power : 1,3 kW
Free air delivery : 12m3/h - 200 L/min
Pressure : 10 BAR
Air tank : 17 L
Sound level reducer

MANUAL BEAD-BREAKER
for tyres up to 21’’

TYRE-CHANGER
for tyres until 22’’
Run Flat
Low profile tyres
Kit of 4 protection rings
for alu rim

WHEEL BALANCER
for tyres until 24’’
Modes : statistics, dynamic, 3 alu
Accessories : width gauge,
quick lock, hex-key to lock shaft,
4 cones (until 135 mm)

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Inside lighting
External visibility
Aluminium supports

ACCESSORIES FOR LIFT
Lifting jack
Pneumatic jack

SETS
Visibility set
(exterior van marking)
Lighting set
(interior light)
Security set
(extinguisher, first-aid kit...)

EQUIPMENT
Storage
Various supports for accessories

ACCESSORIES
Inflation gun
Polyurethane Air hose reel
Impact wrenches
Impact sockets

You just bring the Vehicle

SMALL UTILITY VAN
CITROËN Berlingo / Jumpy
RENAULT Kangoo / Trafic
PEUGEOT Partner / Expert
and more

For truck service please check out our complete units from Guernet
	 Airboss AW170PL Super Light Air Impact Wrench $580.00Super Light Air Impact Gun for Truck Wheels
Specification

	Model	AW-170P 3/4"
	Bolt Capacity (mm)	23
	Clutch Mechanism	New Twin Hammer
	Free Speed (r.p.m.)	6,600
	Suitable Torque (ft-lb / N.m)	310 - 620/ 420 - 840
	Max Torque (ft-lb / N.m)	885 / 1200
	Overall Length (mm)	227
	Net Weight (lbs / kg)	7.0 / 3.2
	Air Consumption (m³ / min)	0.4
	Air Inlet (PT/NPT/PF)	3/8"
	Air Hose (mm)	9.5
	Air Pressure (kg / cm²)	6.3


	 Airboss AB230PL 3/4" Long Shaft Impact Gun for Truck Wheel $580.00Professional impact wrench for truck wheel nuts. 3/4" Gun

Comes with Jonair's famous unconditional 12 month warranty
Specification

	Model	AB-230PL 3/4"
	Bolt Capacity (mm)	23
	Clutch Mechanism	Twin Hammer
	Free Speed (r.p.m.)	6500
	Suitable Torque (ft-lb / N.m)	265-584 / 360-720
	Max Torque (ft-lb / N.m)	730 / 990
	Overall Length (mm)	317
	Net Weight (lbs / kg)	9.3 / 4.2
	Air Consumption (m³ / min)	0.4
	Air Inlet (PT/NPT/PF)	3/8"
	Air Hose (mm)	9.5
	Air Pressure (kg / cm²)	6.3


	 Car Wheel Balancer. Laser and Sonar - SICE S63E $6,800.00Professional balancing for cars, light transport vehicles and 4WD

Laser, spotlight, speed and ease of use.

LED Screen is perfect for Australian conditions, improving reliability and minimising repairs.

WEIGHT TRAY

[image: ]
• Appealing design and shapes designed to allow maximum access to inside the wheel. The numerous weight-holder trays, compartments for cones and accessories and the adjustable monitor guarantee maximum work ergonomics.
• The tray is made of highly resistant materials.

WHEEL GUARD

• The new wheel guard allows use whit wheel sizes up to 44”.

SPIN UNIT

[image: ]
• Sized to work with high offset wheels without the need for additional spacers.
• Automatic brake at the end of the spin.
• Reduced cycle time and high performance.
• The “zero” maintenance motor and highly innovative design solutions guarantee reliability, sturdiness and high work loads.

LED SPOTLIGHT

• LED spotlight to light-up the work area and make it  easier to clean the rim, [image: ] check the wheel and apply weights.

• The adhesive counterweights can be positioned extremely rapidly using the laser pointer at 6 o’clock.

 

 

SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION

• Quickly and intuitive sensitivity calibration. The new sample weight supplied with the machine is simply applied [image: ]directly to the spin unit, ensuring maximum precision and eliminating operator error.

WHEEL DIMENSION DETECTION / ADHESIVE COUNTERWEIGHTS

• Electronic input of wheel diameter and distance with QP Quick Program function which automatically activates the balancing programmes, avoiding keypad selection.

• Automatic wheel positioning in the point where the balancing weight has to be applied and electrical positioning brake (RPA).
• Three modes to position the adhesive weights: with the weight holder clip (optional), with the 6 o’clock laser indicator or manually at 12 o’clock.

HIDDEN WEIGHT

Programme for concealing counterweights behind spokes for improved wheel aesthetics.

Automatic calculation of the width (AWC function) even if the ES-7 external sensor is not present. The wheel balancer calculates the width by reducing the operational time.

TECHNICAL DATA   

  
Supply voltage  115/230v - 1Ph - 50/60Hz
Spinning speed  90 ÷ 130 rpm
Max. unbalance 999 g
Unbalance measurement accuracy 1g (0,0353 oz)
Average measurement time  7 s
Shaft diameter 40 mm (1,57”)
Rim width setting range 1,5” ÷ 20”
Rim diameter setting range  1” ÷ 35”
Rim diameter measurable  11” ÷ 28”
Max. wheel width (with guard)  600 mm (23,6”)
Max. wheel diameter (with guard) 1117 mm (44”)
Maximum wheel/machine distance  275 mm (10,82”)
Max. wheel weight (ground fastening)  75 kg
Machine weight (without accessories) 193 kg
	 Car Tyre Spreader Maxam PS-01 $1,200.00This Car Tyre Spreader is designed to ﬁx, and spread tyres when repairing.

The PS-01 Car Tyre Spreader includes a dual air manifold and tool tray to operate die-grinder and drills

Functions include:
	Tyre inspecting
	Cutting
	Buffing
	Dust suctioning
	Inserting tubes
	Patching


 

The wider platform offers a stable work surface and the adjustable light increases visibility inside the tyre, making repairing work easier and safer.
	 Maxam LS-01 Lifting Truck Tyre Spreader $2,300.00The Maxam LS-01 Lifting Truck Tyre Spreader is designed to fix, spread, and lift tyres when repairing punctures.

Functions include
	Tyre Inspecting
	Cutting
	Buffing
	Dust Suctioning
	Inserting Tubes
	Patching


The wide platform offers a stable work surface while the adjustable light increases visibility inside the tyre. This makes repairing tyres easier and safer.

Operates on most passenger and truck tyres.
	 Guernet Diesel Reciprocating Air Piston Compressor for Mobile Tyre Truck - TL054D2X17 $10,500.00Guernet Diesel Reciprocating Air Piston Compressor for Mobile Tyre Truck - TL054D2X17

Made in France, specifically for use in Mobile units servicing the truck wheel and tyre industry.

Piston Compressor creates far less water in lines than a screw compressor operating under intermittent use.

Piston compressor is more durable and reliable with dramatically reduced service costs when compared to screw compressor.

4-stroke diesel engine with electric starter, and fuel cut-off solenoid valve and idling (battery included.)

Piston air pump with inter-stage cooler (providing better air quality and excellent cooling) and outlet cooler.

Pneumatic regulation on the air pump (DASHPOT system.)

Epoxy paint CE approved air tank fitted with all safety devices: glycerin filled air pressure gauge, safety valve,
non-return valve, condensate drain valve and 1 air outlet ball valve.

Delivered with 4 anti vibration mounts, 1.5 meter exhaust hose and floor feed through.
• PISTON COMPRESSOR FOR RELIABILITY IN MOBILE USE

Screw compressors are designed to run optimally in industrial applications (18-24 hours per day continuously) to achieve premium reliability.

In the operation of a mobile tyre unit, screw compressors are found to be running sub-optimally as they are not designed to be turned on and off more than once per day.

Using a screw compressor in this way causes premature wear of the screw due to cold starts and water emulsion in the oil.

A piston compressor is designed to be run intermittently, optimally at 60% use and turned on and off as required. Making the piston type far more suitable to tyre changing environment.
• LOW SERVICE COSTS

The motor and  air compressor require inexpensive lubricants and filters which, while available from Jonair can be easily sourced Australia wide.

Belts for the compressor are less than $40 and can be fitted by any competent mechanic.

The TL054D uses a proven Kohler motor which can be serviced by any accredited dealer Australia wide or by Jonair directly.

In the event of a failure of the pump unit these are also available as replacement units.
• SPECIFICATIONS

	Engine: KOHLER KD15 440 (441 cm3 / 26.9 in3)
	Power: 7.5kW 10HP
	Tank Size: 4.3lt
	Air Pump Cylinder/Stage: 2 (727 cm3 - 44.4 in3) / 2
	Air Pump Rotation Speed: 1100RPM
	Air Displacement: 40CFM
	Max. Service Pressure: 175 P.S.I, 12 BAR
	Air Tank: 2 X 17 Lt
	Dimensions: L. 950 x W. 650 x H. 790 mm
	Weight Net/Gross: 155 / 175 kg


 

 

 
	 Norbar 4AR 3/4inch 200-800NM Industrial Torque Wrench 12007 $1,089.00Norbar 4AR Industrial Torque Wrench has a 'Break Back' action providing an unmistakable signal that can be seen and felt when the set torque is reached.

Accurate results, to ±4%, in arduous working conditions. Performs as designed every time for operator piece of mind

Dual-scaled wrench (up to 200-800N.m and 150-600lbf.ft.) allows quick scaling of trucks being worked on.

Supplied with a carry case, providing storage and protection.

Perfect for wheel nuts.

Provided with Calibration certificate to satisfy requirements of ISO 9000:2000. Calibrated in house yearly by our house technicians.

Large break-angle reduces the possibility of over-torquing.

Ratcheting Cam keeps the operator balanced. Helping to avoid repetitive resetting of the wrench which can cause hand injuries.
Specifications:

	Length: 1250 mm
	Square Size: 3/4"
	Torque Radius: 1024 mm
	Weight: 6.4 Kg
	Ratchet Teeth: 36
	Ratchet Type: push-through
	Part Number: 12007


	 Maxam MWL-01 Wheel Balancer Lifter $900.00The Maxam MWL-01 Wheel Balancer Lifter.

Developed to facilitate the movement of wheels onto and off wheel balancing machines.

The MWL-01 minimizes the potential for injuries due to lifting heavy weights in an awkward manner.

Due to difficult lifting of 4WD wheels onto the wheel balancers shaft, Occupational health and Safety rules are more strict. The MWL-01 is a cost effective solution to this issue, saving thousands on brand name wheel lifters that do the same job.

The MWL-01, Wheel balancer lifter. Used on virtually every balancing machine on the market.

The lifter can be portable with runner wheels for easy and safe movement or permanently fixed in position. The MWL-01 utilizes a lever type pneumatic control valve for precise lifting.

The lifter is equipped with its own air-line filter / regulator / lubricator to ensure maximum durability.

Technical Specifications

Min Height                                          100mm

Max Height                                         480mm

Max Weight                                        120kg
	 Maxam TB-10 Truck Wheel Balancer $6,500.00Revolutionize Heavy Vehicle Wheel Balancing with Maxam TB-10

In the realm of heavy-duty vehicle service workshops, precision reigns supreme. Ensuring the safety, performance, and durability of your heavy vehicle fleet's tires is paramount. This is where the Maxam TB-10 Truck Wheel Balancer steps in, offering a comprehensive solution that combines safety, efficiency, and ease of operation.
Precision Balancing for Heavy Vehicle Fleet

Our TB-10 balancer is engineered to meet the exacting demands of heavy vehicle fleets. Capable of handling both truck and passenger wheels, it boasts a rim capacity ranging from 13” to 24”. With coning capabilities spanning from 40 to 285 mm as standard, it ensures precise balancing for a wide array of wheel types.
Versatile Balancing Programs

Equipped with dynamic, alloy, and static programs as standard, the TB-10 delivers versatility to meet varying balancing needs. Whether it's a heavy-duty truck or a standard passenger vehicle, this balancer is up to the task.
Technical Specifications

	Max Wheel Weight: 150 kg
	Rim Width: 1.5 – 20 “
	Power Supply: 380 V / 220 V (Optional)
	Approx. Net Weight: 320 kg
	Rim Diameter: 13 – 24 “
	Testing Time: 8 Seconds
	Balancing Programs: Dynamic, Static, and ALU Program
	Max Wheel Diameter: 1200 mm
	Electronically Operated Motor Brake: Supplied
	Approx. Overall Dimensions: 1500 x 2000 mm (Width x Length)


Effortless Operation & Enhanced Efficiency of Maxam TB-10

Electronically Operated Motor Brake

Featuring an electronically operated motor brake, the TB-10 simplifies a multitude of operations, ensuring precise balancing with minimal effort. Its design facilitates wheel clamping and the application of balancing weights with ease.
Functional Wheel Lifter

The TB-10 comes equipped with a practical wheel lifter capable of effortlessly handling weights of up to 150 kg. This feature streamlines the process of lifting and positioning wheels, enhancing operational efficiency.
User-friendly Interface

Featuring a display panel with a keypad and LED display, the TB-10 offers a user-friendly interface for program selection and balancing mode adjustments. Its intuitive design, coupled with twin LCD digital displays, ensures easy operation and accurate readings.
Enhanced Workshop Productivity

Versatile Application

Whether it's balancing car, van, or truck wheels, the TB-10 excels in versatility. Its microprocessor computerized design, complete with self-calibration and self-diagnosis programs, makes it an indispensable asset in any workshop setting.
Mobility & Stability

Designed for convenience, the TB-10 features a sturdy handle and three wheels, including one swiveling wheel, facilitating easy maneuverability. This mobility allows operators to effortlessly handle wheels, streamlining the balancing process.
Optimal Performance

With its motorized wheel spin functionality, the TB-10 ensures optimal performance, delivering precise balancing results consistently. Its robust construction and advanced features make it a reliable choice for enhancing workshop productivity.

In conclusion, the Maxam TB-10 Truck Wheel Balancer combines safety, efficiency, and versatility to revolutionize heavy vehicle wheel balancing. Engineered to meet the exacting demands of modern workshops, it offers a user-friendly interface, precise balancing capabilities, and enhanced productivity, making it the ideal solution for heavy-duty vehicle fleets.

Pair the Maxam TB-10 with a Maxam JA658, a AIRBOSS AB230PL, and a Jonair SC-01, for a safe start in your workshop
	 Jonair SC-01, Tyre Inflation Cage $1,550.00Enhancing Safety with Heavy-Duty Tyre Inflation Cage Jonair SC-01

In the realm of heavy-duty tyre inflation, the Jonair SC-01 Single Bay Tyre Inflation Cage takes center stage for its unwavering commitment to safety and reliability. This robust cage not only surpasses industry standards but also proves indispensable for handling super truck tyres, providing a sturdy containment solution for potential inflation failures.
Certification and Compliance

Certifying compliance with OSHA standard 1910.177 and Australian standards, the Jonair SC-01 ensures workplace safety during tyre inflation. It actively upholds quality and compliance, emerging as an essential tool for preventing accidents during tyre inflation operations.
Maximum Capacity and Tyre Specifications

Engineered to withstand forces from rim wheel separation at 150% of the maximum tyre pressure, the SC-01 adds an extra layer of safety during inflation. It handles tyres up to 455/55/R22.5 and 900 kPa pressure, effectively meeting the demands of the modern heavy transport industry.
Construction and Operation Manual

Prioritizing operator protection without compromising durability, the SC-01 constructs with mild steel frame sections. The accompanying Operation & Maintenance Manual (Document No.: 11183-OMM) serves as a comprehensive guide for proper use and maintenance, proving invaluable for installation, routine checks, and annual inspections.
Safe Inflation Practices

The Single Bay Heavy-Duty Tyre Inflation Cage Jonair SC-01 not only meets standards but also actively emphasizes safe practices. Recommending a clip-on air chuck with a pressure regulator and suggesting the use of a remote control for inflation, it prioritizes operators' well-being. It places emphasis on safety gear, maintaining a clear work area, and strictly following manufacturer's recommendations to actively prevent accidents.
Installation and Routine Maintenance

The SC-01 provides clear installation guidelines, ensuring the frame is restrained by designated anchor points. Highlighting routine maintenance checks, both pre-use and post-use, including inspections of welds, gate fittings, and connections, underscores the commitment to long-term durability and performance.
Cage Deformation Review

In the unfortunate event of a tyre burst or inflation failure, the SC-01 outlines a systematic cage deformation review process. Establishing specific parameters for acceptable deflection, Outlining visual and non-destructive examination requirements for welds. This meticulous approach ensures swift identification and addressing of potential weaknesses.
Conclusion

The Single Bay Heavy-Duty Tyre Inflation Cage Jonair SC-01 transcends its role as mere equipment. It embodies a commitment to safety, quality, and compliance. Whether engaged in heavy transport or overseeing tyre inflation, the SC-01 stands as a reliable partner. Actively prioritizing operators' well-being and workplace integrity.

Pair the Jonair SC-01 Inflation cage with a Maxam JA658, a AIRBOSS AB230PL, and a Maxam TB10 for a safe start in your workshop
	 MAXAM M40- 2M $2,310.00Features
	Slow down valve
	Australian made seals
	Hard chrome plated both internal & external cylinder
	XTP industry sealing (double sealing function)
	Safety overload valve
	Self-return switch for safe working
	Oil anti-back system.


Specifications
	Model: M40-2M
	Capacity: 40T/20T
	Working air pressure: 0.9~1.2Mpa
	Min Height: 150mm
	Max Height: 399mm
	Lifting Height: 40T:68mm, 20T:61mm
	Extension Height: 75mm + 45mm
	Net Weight: 47kgs


	 Maxam T568 semi-automatic truck tyre changer $9,500.00Maxam T568 Semi-Automatic Truck Tyre Changer: A Durable Solution by Jonair

Elevate your truck tyre changing operations with the Maxam T568 Semi-Automatic Truck Tyre Changer. Expertly crafted by Jonair, this semi-automatic tyre changer offers durability and efficiency, essential for optimizing your fleet's performance.
Versatility at Its Best

Featuring a universal self-centering chuck, the Maxam T568 ensures precise alignment and effortless tyre changes for trucks, buses, and industrial vehicles. Furthermore, its bi-directional rotation capability enhances operational efficiency, facilitating seamless tyre handling. Additionally, with a rim clamping capacity ranging from 14” to 26”, it adapts effortlessly to a variety of wheels, including tubed or tubeless, groove rim, and split ring rim.
Reliable Performance, Proven Durability

Each Maxam T568 undergoes rigorous pre-delivery inspection, ensuring optimal performance and reliability. Furthermore, with over 12 years of service in various fleet operations, often requiring no repairs, its durability is unparalleled. Therefore, you can trust the Maxam T568 to deliver consistent performance day in and day out.

Advanced Features for Enhanced Operation

Transitioning to the advanced features, the Maxam T568 is equipped with an electro-hydraulic system for demounting and mounting truck, bus, and industrial vehicle wheels. Its hydraulically operated carriage, coupled with the tool holder arm's manual traverse, ensures smooth operation. Furthermore, a portable control unit adds convenience and flexibility during tyre changing tasks.
Safety Features for Operator Confidence

The Maxam T568 prioritizes operator safety with an array of safety devices, for example;
	A check valve on the spindle opening hydraulic line prevents wheel fall during hydraulic line breakage.
	A pilot-operated dual seal check valve safeguards against spindle carrier arm dropping in case of hydraulic circuit failure.
	A pump motor overload cut-out prevents motor overheating and damage.
	A mechanical tool arm tip lock device secures the arm in its "non-working position" if the tool is removed.


Technical Specifications

	Rim Diameter: 14” – 26”
	Max Wheel Weight: 500kg
	Max Wheel Width: 780mm
	Max Tyre Diameter: 1600mm
	Hydraulic Pump Motor: 1.5kw 400V – 3ph (240V 1ph Optional)
	Gearbox Motor: 1.8kw 400V – 3ph (240V 1ph Optional)
	Bead Breaker Force: 2500kg
	Operation Control Voltage: 24V
	Approx Machine Weight: 570kg
	Approx Machine Dimensions: 2500mm X 2000mm
	Additional Features: Alu protection kit included as standard, compact footprint for space efficiency.


Elevate Your Workshop Efficiency

Invest in the Maxam T568 Semi-Automatic Truck Tyre Changer and revolutionize your workshop's efficiency. With its robust construction, advanced features, and proven durability, it's the ultimate solution for your tyre changing needs.

Pair the Jonair SC-01 Inflation cage with a Jonair SC-01, a AIRBOSS AB230PL, and a Maxam TB10 for a safe start in your workshop
	 SICE S1000 EVOLUZIONE $50,000.00The S 1000 Evoluzione tyre changer is able to work easily with any type of tyre, from RFT to balloon and soft tyres, that range in size from 13” to 32”.
The features and technical performance of this tyre changer have been studied expressly to make the operator’s work easier and are the result of continuous research that the SICE brand conducts in order to remain constantly up-to-date.
The main features are that it is exceptionally easy to use and that the hydraulic system is matched to the tyre to guarantee precise, reliable and efficient
movement.
	REVOLVER automatic tool
	Bead push off
	Electromechanical turntable
	Lateral lifter with vertical handling 4 bis - Frontal lifter on the version: Visual P.L., Plus P.L. and TOP
	New generation inverter motor
	Ergonomic pedal control
	Autonomous reclinable tool for mounting the first bead
	Lower bead breaker disc
	Hydraulics control unit
	Cabinet control panel
	“Inflatron” electric inflator
	Interactive touch screen


1. “REVOLVER” multi-function instrument (patented) with 4 innovative tools:
	automated rotation
	3 working positions
	spring driven tyre hook (patented)


2.
	Bead presser with adjustable work height.
	The shape of the presser is ideal for RFT tyres.
	The job of the bead presser is aided by the presser (A) incorporated in the Revolver that always keeps the tyre in the correct position (Patent Pending).


3. Axial mounting TURNTABLE electromechanical intelligence with HYDRAULIC (patented) axial movement. This is the first machine where the wheel axis moves at the same time as the tool to
make the operations easier and guarantee precision and effectiveness.
4. Lateral lifter with vertical handling and automatic turntable alignment to facilitate loading the wheel (80 kg load).
5. PREMIUM front lifter with complete movement for the TOP machine version (85 kg capacity). Allows the operator to move the wheel on the tyre changer without effort and without changing his working position.
6. Ergonomic pedal control with 4 pedals. From the right: - turntable rotation
	wheel clamping
	wheel unclamping
	inflation


7.Lower reclinable lever: always placed in the best radial position to facilitate mounting the first bead.
8. Lower bead breaker disc (8) autonomous so it can also be used for demounting the 2nd lower bead.
9. Cabinet control panel can be placed in the most ergonomic position. The commands are simple, intuitive and very easy to use.
10. Standard electronic inflator (Inflatron) in the PLUS and TOP versions. Integrated system of automatic inflating and deflating procedures, touch screen interface, and inflating procedure with overboost for bead insertion.
11. Interactive touch screen: TFT-LCD display interface managed by a microprocessor. The display alternates on the screen as needed:
	electronic rim diameter selection system with resulting automatic radial wheel positioning (a micro-regulation system is also possible).
	video camera: always-on, retrievable on the screen (in all of the versions except BASIC).
	TPM 02 Reader: valve sensor reader that displays the main data (only in the TOP version).
	tread probe: measurement of the tread depth with 3 different colour displays to confirm the depth threshold (only in the TOP version).
	temperature probe: real-time tyre and bead temperature sensor. Intuitive recommendations displayed in Green-Yellow-Red colours (only in the TOP version).


WORKING PROCEDURE
	Program wheel dimension in inches (13” - 32”) and the best radial wheel positioning on the automatic “Revolver”.
	Lift wheel with the help of the lateral tyre lifter with vertical handling. The turntable will simultaneously position itself to make loading the wheel easier.


	A Insert the handle with the clamping cone
	B Clamp wheel releasing the pedal
	C Deflate tyre.


AUTOMATIC DEMOUNTING
In the S1000 Evoluzione TOP A version, the demounting operation is automatic which means the operator only needs to supervise the process, without being directly involved. The automatic bead breaking and tyre demounting operations are based on an efficient program that’s ideal for any type of wheel. Maximum simplicity, maximum safety.

STANDARD DEMOUNTING
	A The Revolver’s bead breaker disc presses on the tyre with hydraulics and the simultaneous movement of the wheel facilitates the upper bead breaking.
	B The autonomous lower bead breaker disc presses from underneath with hydraulics and the simultaneous movement of the wheel facilitates the lower bead breaking.
	C The Revolver’s dismounting tool enters between the tyre and the rim, aided by the movement of the movable parts of the hook. (C1).
	D With the tyre loaded, the Revolver rises and with the help of the autonomous lower bead breaker disc, the first upper bead is dismounted.
	E With a movement that is synchronized with the wheel, the bead breaker disc continues rising and finishes dismounting the tyre.


	 SICE S45 TOP $16,700.00Car tyre changers
	Automatic swing arm saves repositioning time and space
	Simultaneous pneumatic horizontal and vertical arm locking
	Four-jaws turntable with wider clamping capacity (12"÷27")
	Two clamping cylinders and double control plate (patent-ed)
	Powerful moto-inverter ensuring double speed rotation of turntable 7-16 rpm
	Double acting hight performance bead breaker cylinder of stainless steel (31kN)
	WDK stroke limiter with three-way adjustable blade angle
	Pressure readout unit gauge with tool box
	Pedal inflating system


Standard accessories
	PT250 Bead lifting/pressing device for "difficult" low profile and run flat tyres
	CPK PLUS Skidproof clamp plastic protections with rubber insert for alloy rims
	Spare kit of plastic protections for alloy rims •SG-UHP Tyre paste container (3,5kg.) with brush •WRK WDK certified accessories for UHP and Run-flat tyres.


Main optional accessories
	
	GT40 Quick tubeless tyre inflation system
	MPG Aluminium bead pressing clamp
	CRU Universal quickexchange device for tool-heads
	TPA/CRU Plastic mounting/demounting tool-head with quick exchange device
	TRS/ CRU Tool-head for convex spokes rims
	R80 Air-operated lifter. Kg. 80 lifting capacity





••See separate catalogue for further accessories
	 SICE S43+PT230 $12,000.00KPX-KSR: optional accessories kits for PT250 device. They allow x2 quick and safe operations on all types of PAX System wheels (KPX) and SR (KSR).

Automatic swing arm saves repositioning time and space
	Simultaneous pneumatic horizontal and vertical arm locking
	Four-jaws turntable with wider clamping capacity (12"÷27")
	Two clamping cylinders and double control plate (patented)
	Powerful moto-inverter ensuring double speed rotation of turntable 7-16 rpm
	Double acting hight performance bead breaker cylinder of stainless steel (31kN)
	WDK stroke limiter with three-way adjustable blade angle
	Pressure readout unit gauge with tool box
	Pedal inflating system


	 MAXAM S30-1H $2,900.00Extra high, air-hydraulic, truck jack. 30 tonne, Mining and tractor

Capacity: 30T
Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 360mm

Max Height: 772mm

Lifting Height:     311mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 87kg
	 MAXAM S60-1H $5,200.00Extra high, 60 tonne single stage mining jack for earthmover and tractor. Safe operation.

Capacity: 60T
Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 420mm

Max Height: 1031mm

Lifting Height:     311mm

Extension height: 100mm+200mm

Net Weight: 126kg
	 MAXAM S80-2J $6,200.00Super heavy duty, hydraulic mining jack with max capacity of 80 tonne.

Capacity: 80T/50T
Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 230mm

Max Height: 563mm

Lifting Height:     80T: 111mm

50T: 102mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 106kg
	 MAXAM S50-2J $2,800.0050 tonne air hydraulic truck jack, heavy duty

Capacity: 50T/25T
Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 215mm

Max Height: 564mm

Lifting Height:     50T: 115mm

25T: 114mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 73kg
	 MAXAM S40-2J $2,600.00


Capacity: 40T/20T
Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 190mm

Max Height: 504mm

Lifting Height:     40T: 106mm

20T: 88mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 62kg





	 MAXAM S25-2J $2,310.00


Popular, all-round air over hydraulic truck jack used in most truck workshops Australia wide.

Capacity: 25T/10T
Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 185mm

Max Height: 497mm

Lifting Height:     25T: 97mm

10T: 95mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 53kg





	 MAXAM M50-3LB $2,900.00Super low, hydraulic truck jack for lifting buses and very low vehicles safely and efficiently.

Capacity: 50T/25T/10T

Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 140mm

Max Height: 409mm

Lifting Height:     50T: 57mm

20T: 49mm

10T: 53mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 44kg
	 MAXAM SP30-2 $2,600.00Ultra portable truck and bus jack, weight of just twenty four kilograms. 30 tonne first stage, 15 tonne second stage.

Perfect for service trucks and vans.

Capacity: 30T/15T

Working Air Pressure:  0.8-1.2Mpa

Min Height: 150mm

Max Height: 409mm

Lifting Height:     30T: 73mm

15T: 66mm

Extension height: 45mm+75mm

Net Weight: 24kg
	 MAXAM 721RH $4,300.00Maxam 721 Automatic car tyre changer

11”-22” outside clamping
Automatic tyre changer with pneumatic tilting back post
Simultaneous pneumatic horizontal and vertical arm locking
Clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of the turntable through electric motor (1 Ph moto inverter)
Double acting bead breaker cylinder
Pressure regulator with water filter and lubricator

Equipped with:
Pressure readout unit with pressure release button

Bead lifting/pressing device, to facilitate the operator’s job when working even on the most difficult sport wheels, low profile and Run Flat tyres.
	 SICE S43GP + PT250 $13,200.00


 
	       11”-22” outside clamping
	       Automatic tyre changer with pneumatic tilting back post
	       Simultaneous pneumatic horizontal and vertical arm locking
	       Clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of the turntable through electric motor 2 speed (1 Ph moto inverter)
	       Double acting bead breaker cylinder
	       Pneumatic built-in safety valve (CE norms)
	       Pressure regulator with water filter and lubricator


Equipped with:
	       Quick tyre inflation bead blaster operated by a foot-pedal
	       Rear air tank to CE standards, for rapid bead insertion on tubeless wheels, using a jet of air from the clamps
	       Pressure readout unit with pressure release button
	       Bead lifting/pressing device, PT 250, (patented SICE) to facilitate the operator’s job when working even on the most difficult sport wheels, low profile and certified Run Flat tyres.






	 MAXAM T598 $13,500.00The Maxam T598 is a larger tyre changer suitable for small rural and remote stores that rarely change truck or tractor tyres but wish to have the option of doing so.
It can clamp up to 46” and includes a set of alloy rim protectors.

They are a robust machine made for Jonair in China. A full pre delivery is performed on every machine and sent to the customer with the upmost confidence. These have been in operation in small – medium fleet operations and have been running in some instances with no repairs for the past 5 years.

Technical Specification

Rim diameter                14” – 42”

Max wheel weight            1600kg

Max wheel width            1050mm

Max tyre diameter             2300mm

Hydraulic pump motor             2.2kw 400V – 3ph (240V 1ph Optional)

Gearbox motor                2.2kw 400V – 3ph (240V 1ph Optional)

Bead breaker force             3300kg

Operation control voltage        24V

Approx machine weight            758kg

Approx machine dimensions        2500mm X 2000mm
	 SICE S55A $26,800.00Universal automatic truck tyre changer
Heavy duty electro-hydraulic automatic truck tyre changer for quick demounting and mounting of wheels for trucks, buses, tractors and earth moving vehicles with groove rim or with split ring rim and for tubed or tubeless wheels
•     2 translation speeds. Automatic tool rotation and lifting. Radio kit available as an option. Both versions are available with a floor-standing or suspended control console.

- 14” to 56” rims (using standard extension)
- Rim. clamping range 14-56” (with standard extensions)
- Max. wheel diameter 2500 mm.
- Max. wheel width 1220 mm.
- Max. wheel weight 1300 kg.
	 SICE S54A $38,000.00The SICE S54A is an excellent truck/tractor tyre changing machine out of Italy that has been used in high volume commercial stores for the past 8 years and its sister machine the 540 which preceded was the machine of choice for Australian commercial operators for the last 25 years. It can change wheels up to 46” (56”with the use of optional PA extensions.)
It has variable speed operation for ease of use, an automatic traverse arm for extra safety and speed and safety manifold in case of failure.

The S54A comes with a set of alloy rim protectors as standard

The SICE 54A is the ultimate all-round machine and can be used comfortably as the primary machine in any type of store.
	 Guernet TyreBox 126 Light(Van) $41,000.00Features:

•     Lombardini 17 HP LDW702 type diesel Engine
•     Water cooling
•     Electric starter with charging alternator and battery
•     Block of two x two-stage cylinders
•     Pressure setting 10 / 12 BAR or 145 PSI
•     Free air delivery: 45 m3/h ie 750 l/min
•     Dashpot system: pneumatic regulation on the block
•     120lt horizontal tank
•     Power generator 230V single-phase / 400V tri-phase 2kVA single-phase 1 plug / 7kVA tri-phase 1 plug
•     Air and power production
•     Noise level at 1 meter 85 dB (A)
•     Fixed hose reel for cars: 20 meters, 8x15 with couplings
•     Fixed hose reel for trucks: 20 meters, 12x20 with couplings

Carry Tool Arm:

•     Maximum axial force of inner bead loosener : 25.000N
•     Wheels clamped by hydraulic chuck

Tyre Carriage:

Axial hydraulic movement : 670 mm

Chuck:

•     Automatic hydraulic self-centering clamping system
•     Electric engine for rotation: 1.1kw
•     Rotation speed : 6 rpm
•     Clamping system : 4 clamps with anti-streak inner protection for aluminium rims
•     Inner clamping : 13’’ to 26‘’
•     Maximum tyre diameter : 1380 mm
•     Maximum tyre width : 930 mm
•     Maximum wheel weight : 1000 kg
•     Minimum height chuck shaft working : 350 mm
	 Passenger Wheel Balancer with LCD Display - SICE S65 $8,500.00The SICE S65 Wheel balancer is a computer based balancer with LCD screen capable of balancing wheels up to 37” in total diameter. It contains a robust motor and the ability to use rim gauges for automatic input of rim width, distance from the machine and diameter, as well as having the ability to enter all data in the unlikely event of a failure. The balancer contains 11 balancing modes including wheel weight optimization for weight reduction. As well as weight placement programs dictated by the main data arm, avoiding unnecessary “guessing” of the weight position as seen on other machines.

The customer can request that weights are split and using the “hidden weight program,” the operator has the ability to hide the weights behind a wheels spokes to give the customer a clean look.

The S65 includes cone only kits to avoid using finger adapters and has a built in reverse mount spring so the operator will never lose the ability to reverse mount a rim.

The S65 comes with a standard calibration jig, enabling any store to accurately calibrate their machine over the phone with Jonair at any time over the course of its usable life free of charge

Interlocked wheel guard as standard.
	 Wheel Balancer for Mobile Service Unit - SICE S606HS $7,500.00Conceived for mobile wheel service units or usage where space is limited.

-Manual spin (no motor)
-Lever operated clamping brake to facilitate wheel
clamping and unclamping
-11 balancing programmes for steel and alloy
passenger car, van and motorcycle wheels
-Complete with special OPT and HIDDEN WEIGHT
programmes
-May also operate with 12 Volt power source (*)

Balancing speed - 98 r/min
Maximum calculated imbalance value - 999 g
Resolution - 1 g
Average spin time - 9 s
Shaft diameter - 40 mm
Settable rim width values - 1,5” ÷ 20”
Settable wheel diameter values - 1” ÷ 23”
Maximum wheel diameter (without guard) - 1110 mm
Maximum wheel weight - 65 kg
Supply voltage - 115/230V - 1Ph Or 12V
Overall power absorption - 200 W
Machine weight - 56 kg
	 MAXAM BJ-LM100 $1,500.00Fully pneumatic operating, portable wheel lifter with separate connection for an impact wrench built in. This is an extremely safe and convenient and mobile lift for the workshop.

Technical Specification

Max Weight 65kg

Max Lift 830mm
	 SICE S560 EVO Tyre Changer $45,000.00Introduction

The SICE S560 EVO Tyre Changer emerges as a paramount solution in the realm of tyre changing, specifically engineered to meet the rigorous demands of extensive operations. Suitable for both vast retail environments and isolated locales, this machine simplifies complex tyre changing endeavors. Furthermore, it is adept at servicing a broad spectrum of heavy-duty vehicles, thus making it an indispensable tool for sectors like mining and high-volume retail outlets.
Advanced Features

Transitioning to the core of the SICE S560 EVO, this machine is adorned with a suite of fully automatic functionalities. For instance, its capabilities extend to automatic rotation and tilting of the bead breaking head, coupled with dual carriage and dual-speed hydraulic pump operations. Therefore, these features collectively facilitate a seamless and efficient tyre changing process. Additionally, the machine's versatility is further evidenced by its capacity to accommodate an expansive range of tyre sizes.
Technical Specifications

Delving into the specifications:
	Rim Clamping Range: 14-46 inches (expands to 58 inches with PA extensions)
	Max Wheel Diameter: 2600 mm (103 inches)
	Max Wheel Width: 1500 mm (59.6 inches)
	Max Wheel Weight: 2500 kg
	Machine Weight: 1260 kg


Moreover, the inclusion of a universal self-centering chuck, capable of rotating in both directions at three distinct speeds, exemplifies the machine's superior engineering.
Energy Efficiency

On the efficiency front, the SICE S560 EVO Tyre Changer introduces the "ECO MODE" within its hydraulic power unit, a feature that significantly curtails energy consumption. This mode ensures that the machine automatically shuts down during periods of inactivity and, conversely, springs to action upon the user's command, thereby maintaining optimal efficiency and readiness.
Durability and Support

In terms of durability and support, Jonair's unwavering commitment to excellence is manifest in the SICE S560 EVO Tyre Changer's robust construction, which promises a primary operational lifespan of 10-15 years, with potential longevity surpassing 20 years in high-demand settings. Furthermore, Jonair's provision of an extensive array of spare parts and expert support minimizes operational downtime and maximizes the machine's utility.
Ergonomic and User-Friendly Design

To further illustrate, the machine's design prioritizes ergonomics and user convenience, featuring an intuitive console and user-friendly controls. Additionally, the availability of an optional radio remote control and portable control unit augments operational efficiency and flexibility, thereby enhancing the overall tyre changing experience.
Conclusion

In conclusion, the SICE S560 EVO Tyre Changer stands as a testament to Jonair's dedication to pioneering tyre changing solutions. It revolutionizes the heavy-duty tyre changing process, offering unparalleled efficiency, reliability, and ease of use. For additional information. We invite you to visit Jonair's official website and connect with us through our LinkedIn, Instagram, and Facebook pages.

For more information on our range of products, visit our Product Page.
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